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ZAKLÁDACÍ LISTINA
Zakládací listina je stěžejní dokument Institutu, neboť vytyčuje jeho dlouhodobé cíle, definuje poslání
a stanovuje jeho vnitřní strukturu a hlavní pravidla jeho vnitřních interakcí. Dokument s takovouto
vážností by neměl být bez vážných důvodů měněn. Přesto jsme se neobešli s jeho korekturou hned
na začátku, neboť se do něj vloudila kuriózní chyba: hrubka přímo v názvu Institutu. Po první řádné
schůzi Institutu došlo k opravě jména a k několika jemným gramatickým úpravám tohoto dokumentu.
V průběhu roku 2019 vypracoval předseda správní rady Adam Slavický překlad ideové pasáže Zakládací
listiny. Zde je jeho znění:

Idea
The Institute for Renaissance of Cultural Heritage (hereinafter referred to as the Institute)
focuses on spreading and development of traditions and historical topics which form part
of the universal cultural heritage. The Institute thus aims to prevent the decline of these
traditions stemming from the accelerated lifestyle of the modern society which is
increasingly dependent on technology and characterized with short-lived and therefore
underdeveloped social relations. The institute recognizes that ancient traditions are
bearers and representatives of values which have been significant enough for our
ancestors to pass them on for centuries. In their essence, traditions are part of the identity
of every society which they help constitute and unite. They are also dependent on their
interpretation. With lacking real interest from the society, they are prone to quickly
disappear from the society’s collective memory.
The Institute searches for effective ways of reviving traditions while preserving their
original content. To that end, it provides its specialized services. Likewise, the Institute
aims to find effective ways to bridge the gulf of time; to continue the legacy of ancestors;
to uncover its cultural-historical content and values; and to bring traditions to their new
life in an interesting, reinvigorating, but not distorting manner. The Institute also aims to
take part in conceiving new traditions, local as well as benefiting society as a whole, and
to create conditions for their establishment in society, having in mind their long-term
development, employing diverse forms of artistic and expert presentation as well as
developing technology and education methodology indispensable for effective assertion
of the traditions.
The Institute treats all cultural-historical topics, which the traditions relate to, as scientific
study matter, social and cultural phenomena and objects of living tradition. In view of this,
the Institute conducts expert research of cultural-historical heritage and supports its
preservation and further development as well as creation of new traditions. It does so
directly or indirectly, especially by way of organizing expert conferences and seminars;
gathering information, creating analyses and publications covering the topics; creating
knowledge bases, methodologies, expert services, technology, sample concepts linked
with the topics and necessary for their development; as well as creating necessary expert
and social liaisons, communication and information channels and providing or brokering
services essential for successful fulfilment of the declared objectives of the Institute.
To ensure long-term continuation of traditions under its attention, the Institute
concentrates on long-term solutions, creating encyclopaedical data and educational
systems in relevant topic areas, as well as financial and material assuring of its operations.

